Enriching Your Lifestyle
You lead a busy life, and you demand a lot from your home and your environment — at home and at the office. You look for ways to make your life more convenient and efficient, yet with the flexibility to accommodate the continual changes in daily activities. It would sure be great to wake up to the coffee brewing, the drapes opening, and the bath towels heating. And it's reassuring to know that when you're away, a break-in will automatically signal an alarm, activate a pension response, and inform you via your telephone, pager or e-mail.

Your smart home. It’s not just about convenience. It’s about peace of mind.
Your passion for life demands an advanced central home control system that lets your home function homogeneously — that guarantees you complete protection without interference in your daily life. And user-friendly, enabling you and your family to easily control your environment. One that links all the electrical and mechanically operated appliances and facilities, including the alarm system, lighting, entertainment centers, social care resources, heating and cooling systems, and irrigation.

About Visonic
With over 25 years of experience in every aspect of security, Visonic has built a strong reputation as a world leader in the security industry. Recognized for its innovative technologies and reliable high performance systems, Visonic is positioned at the forefront of the Home Automation market with the launch of its new wireless security and home & office automation PowerMax™ system. Visonic has laid the groundwork for the “networked home” where electronics, systems and appliances are all linked by an internal network with connection to the Internet. Visonic’s wired and wireless security systems and individual products cover a wide range of applications for access control, personal protection, health care, fine art protection and home automation. The broad offering meets the diverse needs of most all customer profiles.

Headquartered in Tel Aviv, Israel, Visonic has an installed base of millions of installations that receive worldwide technical and marketing support through a network of subsidiaries, distributors and sales representatives in over 50 countries.
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The PowerMax™ Solution

Visonic’s PowerMax™ smart home and office control system gives you that reassurance and so much more. This smart system serves as the sole control center for your automated home, controlling the heating and cooling systems, appliances and lights on pre-programmed time schedules, or locally through the control keypad, or remotely through touch-tone and mobile phones. It responds to specific events, such as motion, smoke, fire alarms and even water leaks, notifying you and starting the appropriate control center such as the police, the fire department or the neighborhood security patrol. In case of water leakage, the system will even shut off the main water valve.

PowerMax Benefits

- Easy installation
- Fast and easy installation with no mess
- Utmost Convenience
- Easy to operate
- Reliable security
- Remote, mobile or in-house control
- Efficient time management
- Flexible programming options
- Child monitoring, pet accommodation and elderly care assistance
- Complete peace of mind

Flexible Programming

The system’s flexible programming options let you create numerous scenarios for various applications for quick, easy and simultaneous control. With a single touch of a button, you can achieve “Coming Home” to deactivate the alarm system, turn on the lights, play your favorite CD and start the Jacuzzi bubbling. This is just one example. The possibilities are endless.

User-friendly

Because it’s so smart, the system is very user-friendly and simple to operate. With familiar voice on the keypad, you can easily activate most system commands by a single press of a button. It even has a digital voice response to guide you through the operation and indicate the system status, events, zone status, alarms and emergencies.

PowerMax Highlights

- Fast and easy installation with no mess
- Easy to operate
- Reliable, mobile or in-house control
- Flexible programming options
- Child monitoring, pet accommodation and elderly care assistance
- Complete home control

Peace of Mind for Loved Ones

PowerMax gives you peace of mind for your loved ones. It accommodates the special needs of children, the elderly or disabled and pets. If you’re away from home, PowerMax will notify you when the kids arrive from school. This latchkey mode initiates two-way communication, allowing you to speak with your children through any touch-tone phone. Pet detectors allow your pets to walk freely throughout your home, without setting off false alarms. Private wristband transmitters for the elderly or disabled, and activity supervision sensors that respond to lack of movement are invaluable components in case of an emergency.

2-Way voice monitoring

Digital voice messages to private telephones

Receive messages to your telephone, cellular phone or pager when your child returns home and disarms the system. (‘Latchkey’ feature)

Easy control with press-button keyfob.

24-Hour emergency monitoring

Digital voice response to guide you through the operation and indicate the system status, events, zone status, alarms and emergencies.

PowerMax knows more than 10 languages, so it can communicate with you in your own language. Its attractive console and detectors fit in with the décor of any home. Designed for use worldwide, PowerMax complies with latest international regulations, including the European 868 standard. It integrates the proven and reliable X-10 protocol, and Visonic’s patented technologies: CodeSecure™ and the PowerCode™.
PowerMax Benefits

- Enhanced lifestyle that enables the family to enjoy the home
- Utmost Convenience
- Reliable security
- Efficient time management
- Significant energy savings
- Simplicity through a single control source
- Complete peace of mind

PowerMax Highlights

- Easy installation
- Fast and easy installation with no mess
- Easy to operate
- Remote, mobile or in-house control
- Flexible programming options
- Child monitoring, pet accommodation and elderly care assistance
- Complete home control

PowerMax’s Integrated House Control

- Climate control of heating/cooling system
- TV and entertainment center
- Telephone
- Alarm system
- Household appliances
- Social care / elderly assistance
- Alarm for water and gas leaks

Speaking Your Language

PowerMax knows more than 10 languages, so it can communicate with you in your own language. Its attractive console and detectors fit in with the décor of any home. Designed for use worldwide, PowerMax complies with latest international regulations, including the European 868 standard. It integrates the proven and reliable 4-10 protocol, and Visonic’s patented technologies: CodeSecure® and the PowerCode®.

Flexible Programming

The system’s flexible programming options let you create numerous scenarios for various appliances for quick, easy and simultaneous control. With a single touch of a button, you can achieve “Turning Home” to deactivate the alarm system, turn on the lights, play your favorite CD and start the jacuzzi bubbling. This is just one example. The possibilities are endless.

User-friendly

Because it’s so smart, the system is very user-friendly and simple to operate. With flexible voice on the keypad, you can easily activate most system commands by a single press of a button. It even has a digital voice response to guide you through the operation and indicate the system status, events, zone status, alarms and emergencies.

Customized scenarios enhance your individual lifestyle, and save you time and energy.

The PowerMax™ Solution

Visonic’s PowerMax™ smart home and office control system gives you that reassurance and so much more. This smart system serves as the sole control center for your automated home, controlling the heating and cooling systems, appliances and lights or pre-programmed time schedules, or locally through the control keypad, or remotely through touch tone and mobile phones. It responds to specific events, such as motion, smoke, fire alarms and even water leaks, notifying you and sending the appropriate control center such as the police, the fire department or the neighborhood security patrol. In case of water leakage, the system will shut off the main water valve.
PowerMax Benefits

- Enhanced lifestyle that enables the family to enjoy the home
- Utmost Convenience
- Reliable security
- Efficient time management
- Significant energy savings
- Simplicity through a single control source
- Complete peace of mind

PowerMax Highlights

- Fast and easy installation with no mess
- Easy to operate
- Remote, mobile or in-house control
- Flexible programming options
- Child monitoring, pet accommodation and elderly care assistance
- Complete home control

Peace of Mind for Loved Ones

PowerMax gives you peace of mind for your loved ones. It accommodates the special needs of children, the elderly or disabled and pets. If you’re away from home, PowerMax will notify you when the kids arrive from school. This latchkey mode initiates two-way communication, allowing you to speak with your children through any touch-tone phone. Pet detectors allow your pets to walk freely throughout your home, without setting off false alarms. Private wristband transmitters for the elderly or disabled, and activity supervision sensors that respond to lack of movement, are invaluable components in case of an emergency.

Flexible Programming

The system’s flexible programming options let you create numerous scenarios for various applications, such as motion, smoke, fire alarms and water leaks, notifying you and activating the appropriate control center on your command. This is just one example. The possibilities are endless.

User-friendly

Because it’s so smart, the system is very user-friendly and simple to operate. With familiar icons on the keypad, you can activate “Coming Home” simply by pressing a button, which will turn on the lights, play your favorite CD and start the Jacuzzi bubbling. This is just one example. The possibilities are endless.

PowerMax Knowledge

PowerMax knows more than 10 languages, so it can communicate with you in your own language. Its attractive console and detectors fit in with the decor of any home. Designed for use worldwide, PowerMax complies with latest international regulations, including the European 868 standard. It integrates the proven and reliable X-10 protocol, and Visonic’s patented technologies: CodeSecure® and the PowerCode®.

Easy Installation

Our wireless system makes installation hassle-free with no disruption of your family’s schedule. Fast and easy, there’s no drilling or running cable through walls; no plaster repairs or painting. Installers are in and out within an hour, and life is back to normal.

Two-Way Voice Monitoring

Digital voice messages to private telephones.

Receive messages in your telephone, cellular phone or pager when your child returns home and disarms the system. (ÓlatchkeyÓ feature)
Enriching Your Lifestyle
You lead a busy life, and you demand a lot from yourself and your environment—at home and at the office. You look for ways to make your life more convenient and efficient, yet with the flexibility to accommodate the continual changes in daily activities. It would sure be great to wake up to the coffee brewing, the drapes opening, and the bath towels heating. And it’s reassuring to know when the kids return from school via a simple automatic phone call. Or to know you’ll be notified immediately in case of a medical emergency. Or feel confident that while you’re away, a break-in will automatically sound an alarm, activate a siren response, and inform you via your telephone, pager or e-mail.

Your smart home. It’s not just about convenience. It’s about peace of mind.
Your passion for life demands an advanced central hub control system that lets your home function homogeneously—that guarantees you complete protection without interference in your daily life. And user-friendly, enabling you and your family to easily control your environment. One that links all the electrical and mechanically operated appliances and facilities, including the alarm system, lighting, entertainment centers, social care resources, heating and cooling systems, and irrigation.

About Visonic
With over 25 years of experience in every aspect of security, Visonic has built a strong reputation as a world leader in the security industry. Recognized for its innovative technologies and reliable high performance systems, Visonic is positioned at the forefront of the Home Automation market with the launch of its new wireless security and home & office automation PowerMax™ system. Visonic has laid the groundwork for the “networked home” where electronics, systems and appliances are all linked by an internal network with connection to the Internet. Visonic’s wired and wireless security systems and individual products cover a wide range of applications for access control, personal protection, health care, fine art protection and home automation. This broad offering meets the diverse needs of most all customer profiles.

Headquartered in Tel Aviv, Israel, Visonic has an installed base of millions of installations that receive worldwide technical and marketing support through a network of subsidiaries, distributors and sales representatives in over 50 countries.
Enriching Your Lifestyle

You lead a busy life, and you demand a lot from yourself and your environment—at home and in the office. You look for ways to make your life more convenient and efficient, yet with the flexibility to accommodate the continual changes in daily activities. It would sure be great to wake up to the coffee brewing, the drapes opening, and the bath towels heating. And it’s reassuring to know that when you’re away, a break-in will automatically sound an alarm, activate an automatic response, and inform you via your telephone, pager or e-mail.

Your smart home is not just about convenience. It’s about peace of mind.

Your passion for life demands an advanced central home control system that lets your home function homogeneously—that guarantees you complete protection without interference in your daily life. And user-friendly, enabling you and your family to easily control your environment. One that links all the electrical and mechanically operated appliances and facilities, including the alarm system, lighting, entertainment centers, social care programs, heating and cooling systems, and irrigation.

About Visonic

With over 25 years of experience in every aspect of security, Visonic has built a strong reputation as a world leader in the security industry. Recognized for its innovative technologies and reliable high performance systems, Visonic is positioned at the forefront of the Home Automation market with the launch of its new wireless security and home & office automation PowerMax™ system. Visonic has laid the groundwork for the “networked home” where electronics, systems and appliances are all linked by an internal network with connection to the Internet. Visonic’s wired and wireless security systems and individual products cover a wide range of applications for access control, personal protection, health care, fine art protection and home automation. This broad offering meets the diverse needs of most all customer profiles.

Headquartered in Tel Aviv, Israel, Visonic has an installed base of millions of installations that receive worldwide technical and marketing support through a network of subsidiaries, distributors and sales representatives in over 50 countries.